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 2A Weekly News  
What’s Happening in Second Grade  

Reading - We will define what a folktale is and then read a story titled ‘How 
Chipmunk Got his Stripes.’ 🐿  Understanding character is our target skill.   

Language Arts/Religion - The students have been writing their Thanksgiving poem/
prayer.  I am in the process of meeting with each student and having them edit their 
writing. They will then write their final copy.  You can look forward to hearing your 
child’s prayer during their conference time. ❣  

Poem of the Week - ‘Animals Need a Safe Place’ 🦊  

Spelling words - (words with the suffixes -ed and -ing) liked, closed, baked, chased, 
spilled, using, riding, making, hiding, hoping 
Challenge words - grateful, November 

Math - We will practice how to write numbers in different ways (expanded form, 
base-ten blocks, and in words). Students will review how to use a greater than, less 
than and equal sign while comparing numbers up to 1000.   

Science -  The students continue working on their animal habitats.  Our goal is to 
finish by the end of the week.  We will also spend time reviewing the concepts we 
have learned about animals and then take a short test.  

Homework  
Monday -  ‘My Homework’ math pages lessons 4 & 5 
Tuesday -  Scholastic News ‘Fun that Flies’ and activity sheet 
Wednesday - ‘My Homework’ math page lesson 6 
Thursday -  Reading book bags (read aloud to an adult for 20 minutes)

Information / Reminders 

✦ Due to last week’s 
unexpected three-day week, 
we will be spending time this 
week completing lessons 
from last week. 

✦ Conferences will be next 
week,  November 
22nd-24th. Students 
should attend the 
conference. I look forward 
to meeting with all of you!  

✦ If you haven’t turned in the 
yellow ‘Homework for 
Parents’ sheet, please do so 
by tomorrow.   

Rachael shares a book 

with the class!
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